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The backdrop to this review
GLOBAL MINERALS AND MINING AT A GLANCE
• Revenue reached $1.7Tn globally in
2009, up 7.1% between 2005-2009

• Growth generally cyclical

• Relatively slow to adopt new technologies

• Focus on ‘mass movement of materials’

• Increasing focus on emerging markets

• Top 40 firms brought in $731Bn in
2012, but profit fell 49%
Sources: Datamonitor; PWC

MINERALS AND MINING IN AUSTRALIA
• Significant natural resources including the world’s largest
reserves of lead, nickel, uranium and zinc
• Leader in the production of key mineral commodities
• The minerals resources industry makes up more than 6%
of Australia's economy; generating $138Bn per annum in
exports (more than half of total goods and services)
• Mining employs 187,400 people directly, and a further
599,680 in support industries
SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S ADVANTAGES
• Strong knowledge/innovation sector
• Existing software and ICT sector, supporting defence and
other industries

ICT INNOVATION AND SERVICES FOR RESOURCES SECTOR
• The Australian resources sector spends $2.5Bn a year on ICT (6% of
business ICT spending); forecast to grow by 4% p.a. to 2015)

• At least 60% of the world's mines use Australian-made and
designed software
• Growing Australian Mining Equipment Technology and Services
(METS) sector, worth more than $71Bn to the Australian economy
annually and employing > 250,000 people
• Of about 270 METS firms, around 20% are technology or IT
providers, with the top 10 METS technology firms generating
around $690M in revenue in FY11
• More than 50% of Australian METS companies are exporters,
contributing $12Bn in exports p.a. Of those companies that do not
currently export, 18% plan to export in the next 1-2 years
• METS companies spent more than $1.6 billion on R&D in FY2012

• Mature mining and energy sectors attracting inbound
investment
• Highly skilled labour force with experience in automation
in manufacturing
• Comparatively lower living and operating costs
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Sources: ABARE; Austrade; Highgrade; Minerals Council of Australia
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The backdrop to this review
GLOBAL ENERGY AT A GLANCE
• Energy demand will rise by 30% by
2040.

• Rising demand driven by non-OECD
countries

• US shale gas production has decreased
US petroleum imports

• Natural gas demand will rise by 60%
by 2040.

• Increasing share of unconventional
production in both oil and gas

• Environmental impact closely linked to
social license to operate
Sources: ExxonMobil, DRET, Financial Times

ENERGY IN AUSTRALIA
• 0.3% of world oil reserves – ranked 27th in the
world as of 2008

• Oil and gas extraction employs 24,700 people in
Australia (May 2013)

• 2% of world gas reserves and 2.1% of world
production in 2010. 4th largest LNG exporter and
accounted for 9% of world LNG trade in 2010.

• $50B+ capital investment in LNG plants in Queensland
to process gas for export

• 149,305 PJ of Economic Demonstrated Resources
of conventional and unconventional gas
• Oil and gas industry accounts for approximately
2% of GDP and $27B in annual exports

SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S ADVANTAGES
• Cooper Basin shale gas estimated yield of 85125 tcf
• Strong knowledge/innovation sector
• Existing software and ICT sector, supporting
defence and other industries
• Highly skilled labour force with experience in
automation in manufacturing
• Comparatively lower living and operating costs

ICT in Energy 2025

• Australia’s commitment to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions will be a major factor in shaping the energy
sector in the next 30-40 years
Sources: Geoscience Australia, DMITRE, US EIA, Santos, APPEA, ABS
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Global megatrends shaping the future of minerals and
energy resources
The Innovation
Imperative
These six “megatrends” are
economic, environmental, social and
technological shifts that have the
potential to impact the resources
sector between now and 2025. They
describe both demand-side and
supply-side forces that will present
opportunities for the Information
and Communications Technology
(ICT) industry to provide new
products and services to the
minerals and energy sectors.

Productivity declines, high costs, and
lower commodities prices mean that
resources firms will need to innovate
to remain competitive

From FIFO to LILO

E=MC2
Mass-energy equivalence turned
physics on its head. Swapping
matter for energy via recycling could
similarly revolutionize business
models.

Changing labour markets, lifestyle
patterns and skills requirements
drive the resources sector shift from
fly-in fly-out to log-in log-out

Tell Me More

The Knowledge
Economy
How and why an economy captures
growth in knowledge services

Rising demand for transparent,
credible, and comprehensive
sustainability performance
information

Plugged In and
Switched On
Increasing connectivity between
people and devices in the online
world is creating new functionality
and opportunities
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Key Business Drivers and ICT Technologies
KEY BUSINESS DRIVERS

ICT TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Productivity improvement – productivity has declined so greater
efficiencies are a key competitive advantage in the face of the
following challenges
• Deeper and lower grade resources with declining yield
• Lumpy nature of capital investment and mismatch against
labour costs
• Challenges of executing large projects, streamlining approvals
and hence realising revenue
• A skills shortage, mobile workforce and loss of experience in
the 35 – 45 age range
• Addressing these challenges is critical to making the business
case for investment in new projects

Information efficiency – the right data available at the right time
for an efficient operation – examples include:
• Asset efficiency using analytics
• Automation
• Preventative maintenance scheduling
• Capital program modelling and simulation
• Pit-to-port supply chain optimisation and visualisation
• Skills planning
• Virtual training and development of an ICT-ready workforce

Cost reduction – increasing input costs and pressure on margins is
resulting in more extreme cost sensitivity, in particular given
•
•

Increasing construction costs ( labour and materials)
Increasing infrastructure and service costs to address capacity
constraints (energy, water, transport)

Health and safety – operations are in remote locations and there is
a continued need to reduce the risk of workplace injury, creating a
safety culture and complying with the relevant OH&S regimes to:
Environmental impact – ability to transparently manage and
mitigate adverse impact on the environment; closely linked to
social license to operate and also to the streamlining of regulatory
processes
Social license to operate – greater expectations from Government
and community stakeholders for transparent and proactive
engagement, fair wages, skills training and a positive legacy
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Innovation in transforming plays to product
• Integrated geo-metallurgical model for conversion of
resource to reserves
• Drilling optimisation
• Complex system processing and control
• Shared infrastructure
Removal of people from hazardous locations
• Remote operations
• Preventative analytics
• Failsafe communication
Environmental sensing and sensor networks
• Risk sensing
• Environmental informatics to embed sustainability metrics
into internal processes
Open and transparent data provision
• Micro economic analysis
• Social media interactions

Five potential scenarios for South Australia
1

Advanced Reservoir Simulation

2

Monitoring and Control

3

Production Optimisation

In 2025, South Australia ...

In 2025, South Australia ...

In 2025, South Australia ...

is a world leader in advanced reservoir modelling
using multiphysical predictive sub-surface
models to characterize oil and gas fields at both
micro and macro-scales, opening up new
exploration opportunities.

plays a leading role in the development of the
monitoring and control systems that are at the
centre of the “intelligent field”, including
advanced sensors, autonomous monitoring,
remote operations, and failsafe communications.

is a world leader in ICT technologies for
simulating and optimising production from
unconventional gas fields including real-time
measurement and adjustment of flow
parameters and fluid mixes.

4

5

Smart Information Platforms

Environmental Monitoring

In 2025, South Australia ...

In 2025, South Australia ...

plays a leading role in developing smart
information platforms for supply chain
management, personnel management and risk
management.

leads the world by working with industry to develop
standards for the transparency of environmental
data, which decreases the regulatory burden on the
government and improves trust between industry
and communities.

Images: 1) CSIRO, 2) Australian Mining, 3) econews.com.au, 4) Rio Tinto, 5) EPA Victoria
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Six potential scenarios for South Australia
1

Advanced Resource Analysis

2

Interoperability for Innovation

3

Remote Operations Hub

In 2025, South Australia ...

In 2025, South Australia ...

In 2025, South Australia ...

is a world leader in advanced resource analysis
linked to environmental analytics and strategic
planning allowing deeper and more difficult
resources to be profitably mined, opening up a
new wave of minerals exploration.

plays a leading role in developing interoperability
and “plug-and-play” capabilities across major
METS vendors and SMEs in the minerals sector,
which leads to new opportunities in innovation.

hosts numerous global remote operations
centres and is a world leader in the tools, skills
and services required to build and maintain teleoperation centres.

4

5

6

Intelligent Processing

Human / Machine Interaction

Crowdsourcing Regulation

In 2025, South Australia ...

In 2025, South Australia ...

In 2025, South Australia ...

plays a leading role in advancing the goal of a
fully integrated intelligent processing plant that
provides feedback into the common mine model
and allows for adaptive operations.

is a world leader in developing technologies that
allow human-controlled and autonomous
machines to work safely together in a confined
mine environment.

leads the world in transparency of environmental
data, which decreases the regulatory burden on
the government and improves trust between
industry and communities.

Images: 1) CSIRO, 2) Australian Mining, 3) Rio Tinto, 4) CSIRO, 5) CSIRO, 6) Crowdsourcing.org
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Advanced Resource Modelling

• Existing resource mapping and modelling ICT
vendors such as Maptek
• Defence sector and algorithmic solutions
developed by traffic research centre

• Link to the transparent provision of environmental
information to streamline approvals
• 3D geological interpretations of large volumes of the
Gawler province are linked to broad 3D hyperspectral
coverage to guide exploration
• South Australia’s ICT industry develops online modelling,
visualisation, resource simulation and pattern analysis
services for use globally
• South Australia rivals Western Australia as a leading
global exploration investment destination.
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SA research
Overall

Business drivers


•

•

Productivity
Cost Reduction
Health and Safety
Environmental Impact
Social License to Operate

Value chain
Rehabilitation

• Boart Longyear

SA capability

Operations

• Deep Exploration Technologies CRC

Impact on SA
Tech maturity

Construction

Current capabilities – South Australia

• Improved data capture from lightweight, portable drilling
sensors and techniques (developed by the Deep
Exploration Technologies CRC), and unmanned aerial
vehicles and airborne sensors

Business need

Design

Image: CSIRO

• In conjunction with industry, key researchers, and
GeoSciences Australia, the South Australian government
creates a platform for integrating a wide range of geoscientific, environmental, and social pre-competitive data
and makes it available through a cloud-based service

Scenario attractiveness

Approvals

In 2025, South Australia is a world leader in advanced
resource analysis that builds detailed models of the
resource and its location to underpin planning and
operations throughout an operation from
exploration to closure. This allows deeper and more
difficult resources to be profitably mined, opening up
a new wave of onshore operations.

Exploration

1

Megatrends

•
•


•

The Innovation Imperative
From FIFO to LILO
Tell Me More
Plugged In & Switched On
The Knowledge Economy
E=MC2

Interoperability for Innovation

• Miners would no longer be locked into a singlevendor solution and could choose a solution from
best-in-class components, and benefit from
incremental improvements to components over time

• Increased competition would also drive down costs
and increase incentive for innovation.

ICT in Minerals 2025

SA research
Overall

Business drivers


•
•
•

Productivity
Cost Reduction
Health and Safety
Environmental Impact
Social License to Operate

Value chain
Rehabilitation

• South Australian SMEs could also develop
incremental improvements – both as products and
services – that build upon offerings from large METS
suppliers

SA capability

Operations

• South Australia’s Defence sector and defence
contractors have experience developing to
interoperability standards and would be wellpositioned to assist with this effort.

Impact on SA
Tech maturity

Construction

Current capabilities – South Australia

• SMEs in South Australia could develop custom
solutions that work seamlessly with solutions from
major suppliers - developing competitive advantage
in specific components without needing to provide
full solutions

Business need

Design

Image: Australian Mining

• Both suppliers and miners would benefit from
improved interoperability standards in mine
automation and control

Scenario attractiveness

Approvals

In 2025, South Australia plays a leading
role in developing interoperability and
“plug-and-play” capabilities across major
METS vendors and SMEs in the minerals
sector, which leads to new opportunities in
innovation.

Exploration

2

Megatrends

•
•

•
•

The Innovation Imperative
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The Knowledge Economy
E=MC2

Remote Operations Hub

• The South Australian Defence sector is well
positioned to develop secure failsafe
communications networks and protocols that
link operations centres with global operations
and to build architecture with the necessary
reliability, scalability and extensibility
• Strong university system

ICT in Minerals 2025

• Major mining companies develop remote
operations centres in South Australia to take
advantage of network effects and skilled labour
force. These centres are capable of controlling
global mine sites and operations.

SA research
Overall

Business drivers



•
•

Productivity
Cost Reduction
Health and Safety
Environmental Impact
Social License to Operate

Value chain
Rehabilitation

• South Australia has an existing highly skilled
labour force used to working with automation
in the automotive and manufacturing sectors

SA capability

Operations

Current capabilities – South Australia

• South Australia’s university system – in conjunction
with government-sponsored training programs –
works to develop and maintain a highly-skilled
geographically-concentrated labour force. This
concentration of skill provides network benefits to
all operators

Impact on SA
Tech maturity

Construction

Image: Rio Tinto

Business need

Design

• The government provides programs to retrain the
existing labour force for remote mining operations

Scenario attractiveness

Approvals

In 2025, South Australia hosts numerous
global remote operations centres
and is a world leader in remote operations
due to the development of tools, skills and
services required to build and maintain
tele-operation centres.

Exploration

3

Megatrends


•
•

•

The Innovation Imperative
From FIFO to LILO
Tell Me More
Plugged In & Switched On
The Knowledge Economy
E=MC2

Intelligent Processing

• UAdelaide CMER developing metallurgical
sensing technique to imp[rove separation and
processing

• Processing can also be optimised based on external
conditions such as commodity spot prices, current
transportation and shipping costs, etc.
• In-situ mining brings us closer to the concept of the
“invisible mine” and allows access to deeper
resources without the environmental damage
associated with open cut mines
• Dry processing techniques open up new opportunities
(previously unfeasible due to lack of access to
affordable process water).
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SA research
Overall

Business drivers


•
•
•

Productivity
Cost Reduction
Health and Safety
Environmental Impact
Social License to Operate

Value chain
Rehabilitation

• Wark centre is developing new solutio0ns for
chemical mining

SA capability

Operations

• Globally, many of the components of the
intelligent processing plant exist; the
challenge or gap globally is in integration

• Ore content is analysed in real time and ore grade
data is fed back into the mine model. This is a natural
extension of advanced resource analysis into the
operational phased.

Impact on SA
Tech maturity

Construction

Current capabilities – South Australia

Business need

Design

Image: CSIRO

• South Australia develops control systems that
integrate seamlessly with the mine model for near
real-time optimisation of both excavation and
processing at an increasingly granular level

Scenario attractiveness

Approvals

In 2025, South Australia plays a leading
role in integrating existing capabilities and
leading new applied research to advance
the goal of a fully integrated intelligent
processing plant that provides feedback
into the common mine model and allows
for adaptive operations.

Exploration

4

Megatrends

•
•

•
•

The Innovation Imperative
From FIFO to LILO
Tell Me More
Plugged In & Switched On
The Knowledge Economy
E=MC2

Human / Machine Interaction

• University sector has the ability o develop
greater ICT-resource sector links and hence
incubate automation ready professional
workforce
• Virtualisation centre ( UAdelaide) can provide
virtual training for expertise and workforce
development

• Gamification removes the tedium from highly
repetitive human-centric processes, and human
behavioural monitoring sensor suites track potentially
hazardous human physiological conditions
• Real-time environment monitoring tracks both
autonomous and human-controlled machines and
look for potentially dangerous interactions
• Human, machine, and environment data is tracked
and can be analysed to look for optimisation points
and improve safety procedures
• Augmented reality allows humans to control semiautonomous systems remotely
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SA research
Overall

Business drivers

•

•
•

Productivity
Cost Reduction
Health and Safety
Environmental Impact
Social License to Operate

Value chain
Rehabilitation

• Defence sector has capabilities

SA capability

Operations

Current capabilities – South Australia

• South Australia builds capability as a global virtual
training and education hub for the resources sector,
with strong support from its universities and other
leading providers of online education and training

Impact on SA
Tech maturity

Construction

Image: CSIRO

Business need

Design

• Learning systems allow autonomous systems to learn
from human operators and neural networks allow
autonomous systems to learn optimal behaviours by
analysing past activity.

Scenario attractiveness

Approvals

In 2025, South Australia is a world leader in
developing technologies that allow humancontrolled and autonomous machines to
work safely together in a confined mine
environment.

Exploration
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Megatrends

•
•


•

The Innovation Imperative
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Crowdsourcing Regulation

• Many of the environmental conditions being
monitored have the potential to impact local
communities – water tables, soil cover, etc.
• Linked to Advanced resource analysis and
intelligent processing, this has the potential to
herald a new era of streamlined operations where
cyber data cuts across all segments in the minerals
value chain.
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SA research
Overall

Business drivers
•
•
•



Productivity
Cost Reduction
Health and Safety
Environmental Impact
Social License to Operate

Value chain
Rehabilitation

• The data.gov project sponsored by the US
Federal government made a wide range of
datasets (including environmental data)
available to the public. Many interesting tools
and visualisations have resulted.

• This will present opportunities for South Australia
ICT companies (especially SMEs) to develop a wide
range of data analytics, visualisation, and reporting
tools that operate against this data

SA capability

Operations

• Mining companies are using advanced sensors
and data analytics tools to gather greater
environmental data at the mine site

Impact on SA
Tech maturity

Construction

Current capabilities – Global

• The South Australian government takes a
leadership position in “crowdsourcing regulation”
by adopting regulations that require mining
companies to release detailed environmental data
to the public through a government portal

Business need

Design

Image: Crowdsourcing.org

Scenario attractiveness

Approvals

In 2025, South Australia leads the world by
working with industry to develop
standards for the transparency of
environmental data, which decreases the
regulatory burden on the government and
improves trust between industry and
communities.

Exploration

6

Megatrends
•
•


•
•

The Innovation Imperative
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The Knowledge Economy
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3

Production Optimisation
In 2025, South Australia is a world leader in
ICT technologies for simulating and
optimising production from
unconventional gas fields including realtime measurement and adjustment of flow
parameters and fluid mixes.

Scenario attractiveness
Business need
Impact on SA
Technology Maturity
SA ICT capability
SA research capability
Overall

Business drivers

• New technologies to reduce water consumption in
hydraulic fracturing and manage produced water

• Pipeline infrastructure and experience already
exists (MAPs, SEPs and Epic Energy)

• Integrated systems for land access and efficiencies
of scale in geophysical exploration

• UniSA - Defence and Systems Institute and ITMS
interoperability systems for oil and gas, Centre
for Industrial and Applied Mathematics

• Flow assurance is enabled by sensing changes in
performance and adjusting proppant/water mixes

• Flinders - nanoscale research on chemical
characterisation of surfaces and fine particle
transport through porous media

ICT in Energy 2025

Closure

• Moomba facility already accepting production
from multiple gas and oil fields.

Production

• Semi-autonomous production at remote oil and gas
fields

Establishment

• Cooper Basin experience in both vertical and
long reach drilling

Value chain
Design

• Near-real time evaluation and optimisation of
operations based on current production data

Productivity
Cost Reduction
Health and Safety
Environmental Impact
Social License to Operate

Approvals

• Major energy companies located in SA: Santos,
Beach Energy

Image: econews.com.au



•
•
•

Exploration

Current capabilities – South Australia

• South Australia develops control systems that
integrate real-time well and flow data with 4D
seismic data

Megatrends

•
•

•
•

The Innovation Imperative
From FIFO to LILO
Tell Me More
Plugged In & Switched On
The Knowledge Economy
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4

Smart Information Platforms
In 2025, South Australia plays a leading
role in developing smart information
platforms for supply chain management,
personnel management and risk
management.

Scenario attractiveness
Business need
Impact on SA
Technology Maturity
SA ICT capabilities
SA research capability
Overall

Business drivers

Current capabilities – South Australia

• Workforce management and planning



•
•
•

• SolveIT Software (Schneider Electric) are a
leading Australia enterprise software firm for
the resources industry

• Self-monitoring plant and equipment

Value chain

• Strong university capabilities (UA) in agentbased modelling and object-oriented
programming to develop software packages
for complex multi-stakeholder project
management, decision-support tools

ICT in Energy 2025

• A risk based approach is being applied at all stages
of production planning, approval and operations

• Shared data services for Tier 2 companies are
provided in terms of both cyber analysis and
physical infrastructure

Closure

Production

• Application of phenomics to operational
management to enable the application of pattern
analysis to control systems in real time

Design

• Risk management and financial modelling for
major capital projects

Approvals

• Teletraffic research centre forecasts optimal
pricing and scheduling , Currently sell
telecom network management systems into
HK and Malaysia (anti-competition clause
with Telstra forbids business in Australia).

• Intelligent supply chain management

Exploration

Image: Rio Tinto

Productivity
Cost Reduction
Health and Safety
Environmental Impact
Social License to Operate

Establishment

• Enterprise resource planning (ERP) software
solutions specific to the oil and gas industry

Megatrends

•
•
•

•

The Innovation Imperative
From FIFO to LILO
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The Knowledge Economy
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Environmental Monitoring

• Oil and gas companies are using advanced
sensors and data analytics tools to gather
greater environmental data
• Institute for photonics and advanced sensing
and medical devices are exploring interfaces
to enable exploration of big data.

• Visualisation and portals already exist

•

Similar to the data.gov project sponsored by the US
Federal government which made a wide range of
datasets (including environmental data) available to
the public and resulted in new tools and visualisations

• This will present opportunities for South Australia ICT
companies (especially SMEs) to develop a wide range
of data analytics, visualisation, and reporting tools
that operate against this data
• Many of the environmental conditions being
monitored have the potential to impact local
communities – water tables, soil cover, etc.

ICT in Energy 2025

Overall

Business drivers
•
•
•



Productivity
Cost Reduction
Health and Safety
Environmental Impact
Social License to Operate

Value chain
Closure

• Major energy companies located in SA:
Santos, Beach Energy

SA ICT capability
SA research capability

Production

Current capabilities – South Australia

• The South Australian government takes a leadership
position in “crowdsourcing regulation” by adopting
regulations that require oil and gas companies to
release detailed environmental data to the public
through a government portal

Impact on SA
Technology Maturity

Establishment

Image: EPA Victoria

Business need

Design

• Advanced sensors monitor terrestrial, marine and
atmospheric conditions

Scenario attractiveness

Approvals

In 2025, South Australia leads the world by
working with industry to develop
standards for the transparency of
environmental data, which decreases the
regulatory burden on the government and
improves trust between industry and
communities.

Exploration
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Megatrends
•
•


•
•

The Innovation Imperative
From FIFO to LILO
Tell Me More
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The Knowledge Economy
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Conclusion
1. South Australia’s Mining and Energy Roadmap provides some
exciting opportunities for the ICT and Services Sector
2. It is supported by some of the biggest companies in the world
3. It is also supported by long lived resource base to underpin
METS investment
4. South Australia has some comparative advantage for
companies to consider
 Ready supply of graduates in the right disciplines
 SA services both WA and Qld markets
 World leaders in Mining software
 World leaders in business optimisation
5. Government Investment to support short and long term
growth
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